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The ZT400 Series RFID printer/

encoders pair UHF RFID 

capabilities with proven durability 

to help keep your critical operations 

running efficiently. Known as 

price-performance leaders in 

RFID labeling, the ZT400 Series 

RFID supports a broad range 

of applications across several 

industries.

Optimized to accurately and 

efficiently print and encode labels 

for today’s item-level tracking 

applications, the ZT400 Series 

RFID gives you enhanced tracking 

capabilities and deeper visibility. 

Adaptive encoding technology 

allows for excellent media flexibility 

and simple RFID calibration, 

eliminating complex placement 

guidelines. An intuitive menu further 

reduces set-up time. Zebra has 

globally certified its RFID technology 

on six continents to support 

deployments across complex, 

multinational supply chains. 

The ZT400 Series RFID offers 

throughput improvements over the 

RZ™ Series and features an all-

metal frame for rugged reliability 

to enhance productivity in extreme 

environments. When RFID-enabled, 

the 4-inch ZT410™ and 6-inch 

ZT420™ can print and encode labels 

as small as 0.6"/16 mm. And, the 

ZT410 can print up to 600 dpi with 

precise registration for small-label 

applications. 

Backward compatible with RZ 

Series printer/encoders, replacing 

or adding to an existing portfolio 

of RFID-enabled printers is easy 

with multiple standard connectivity 

options including Serial, USB 2.0, 

Bluetooth® and 10/100 Ethernet, 

as well as optional 802.11 a/b/g/n 

secure wireless and Parallel. Two 

open media slots allow users to 

utilize non-standard connectivity 

options, design failover connections 

and provide for future protocols as 

technology evolves.

Featuring Zebra’s Link-OS® 

environment with powerful software 

applications, these printers are easy 

to integrate, manage and maintain 

from any location around the globe.

Enabling you to do more with less, 

the ZT400 Series RFID delivers 

greater tracking abilities, deeper 

visibility and enterprise insights 

in an ever-competitive business 

environment. 

Zebra® ZT400™ Series RFID

Ideal for These Applications

Manufacturing: item-level tagging, 

asset tagging, work-in-process, 

product ID/serial numbers, 

packaging labeling, receiving/put-

away labeling

Transportation & Logistics: order 

picking/packing, shipping/receiving, 

cross-docking, compliance 

labeling, pallet/asset tagging

Retail: back-of-store operations, 

item-level tagging, distribution 

centers, security tagging 

Healthcare: laboratory labeling, 

specimen labeling, pharmacy 

labeling, asset management/

tagging

Factory- or field-installable UHF 

RFID encoder enables greater 

tracking abilities, deeper  

visibility and 

 enterprise  

insights.




